ElectraTough 301-AS Interlocking ESD Tiles
NO Adhesive Required, Easy to Install and In Stock!
Revision Date 5/25/18

For use over any type of hard surface flooring and thin pile glued down carpeting! Loose
Lay! Does not require flooring adhesive! ElectraTough is easy to install and features
permanent static control properties and low maintenance. ElectraTough is designed to
last a lifetime! Move, relocate or expand with ease. ElectraTough is reusable and fully
compliant to the latest ANSI ESD S20.20-2014 Standards.

PRODUCT OVERVIEW: ElectraLock 301-AS Interlocking ESD Tiles are an easy to
install flooring option used for covering any type of hard surface flooring as well as thin
pile glue down carpeting. These tiles are made of rubber and available as center, end
and corners pieces. ElectraTough is capable of handling chair caster traffic, carts and
heavy items while providing permanent static control properties that are not dependent
on humidity for conductivity. ElectraTough easily passes stringent ANSI ESD S20.202014 standards. ElectraTough has a high tech slip resistant top surface and is nearly
seamless making it easy to keep clean. Since the entire thickness of the tile is
conductive (not just the top surface) grounding the structure is fast and reliable.
ElectraTough provides excellent combination resistance results with chairs, carts and
personnel. Aluminum grounding foil is provided at no charge with your order. *Please
note: on thin pile glue down carpeting small structures may require the use of double
sided 2" wide carpet tape around the perimeter (readily available at all hardware stores).
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Interlocking tiles. EASY install! Reuse or expand as needed.
Chair caster and cart friendly. Permanent conductivity.
Easily handles concrete vapor emissions.
Absorbs shock, noise and vibration.
Handles all activity including heavy loads.
Designed to cover any shape or size of area.
Safety beveled outside edges. 100% Solid Rubber!
Will not leave adhesive residues on existing flooring.
High Tech Pebble finish: great appearance and slip resistant traction. Can be
used on all hard surface floors and short pile carpet. Easy discreet grounding,
Grounding tape included at NO CHARGE. Resistant to most common chemicals
used in the manufacturing environments.

Thickness 3/8” (9.52 mm).
Color

Black Only

Passes

ANSI ESD S20.20-2014. Footwear / Flooring System

Passes

ANSI/ESD STM97.1 (Product Qualification).

Passes

ANSI/ESD STM97.2 (Product Qualification).

Passes

ESD TR53 Footwear Section / Flooring Section (Compliance Verification)

Care and Feeding for ElectraTough Tiles: Note: Consider using entry way carpeted
clean off mats in doorways to remove contaminants from footwear and carts. Use
brooms, dust mops, damp mops, buckets and other cleaning tools dedicated for use on
the ESD flooring only. Mark them as "for use in ESD area only."
Maintenance: On a daily basis: Sweep the ElectraTough flooring using a soft bristle
broom to remove large abrasives. Use a dry dust mop or shop vac to remove fine dust
and dirt. As needed: Should the flooring not respond well to the daily cleaning process,
ElectraTough may be damp mopped or auto scrubbed with a dilute solution of
ElectraClean and water. Follow the instructions for ElectraClean and observe the
associated SDS sheet for safety precautions.
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